
CHAPTER 5

  IMPLEMENTATION
The Four Mile Run Valley Area Plan envisions maintaining the study area’s industrial 
character while encouraging compatible development and enhancing the natural en-
vironment. Implementation will involve zoning changes, promotion of arts uses and a 
variety of capital improvements. 

Three follow-up studies are recommended as the first steps in implementation:

• Parking Analysis and Short-term Implementation 

• Arts and Industrial District Planning

• Zoning Analysis

ZONING ANALYSIS
An in-depth study of zoning alternatives is needed to determine how/whether addi-
tional uses or flexibility is needed within the zoning categories found within the study 
area to facilitate implementation of the vision.

ZONING REVISIONS

This Area Plan recommends that the current zoning throughout the area remain in 
place. Small industrial and service businesses and arts/maker uses depend on low 
rents and land prices to get started and flourish. In the face of market pressures to 
convert industrial land to higher-value uses, refinements to the M-1 and M-2 industrial 
zones may be necessary to ensure the future affordability of space for these desired 
uses.

Traditionally, industrial zoning has been the most permissive of zones, allowing most 
commercial and institutional uses while prohibiting only housing. That zoning has al-
lowed industrial land around the region to convert to retail, office and service com-
mercial uses, gradually pricing out small manufacturers, wholesalers and repair shops. 
The County will review the list of uses permitted in M-1, M-2, and C-2 zones and 
evaluate if they are appropriate given the vision for the area. The Arts and Industrial 
District process, described below, will inform this analysis.  In addition, potential in-
centives could be explored, including providing additional flexibility with respect to 
parking and /or signage requirements, for example.

ZONING FOR BROADER USES

This Area Plan designates several properties on Shirlington Road or abutting prop-
erties with Shirlington Road frontage for “Broader Uses” in line with the community 
vision developed in the Nauck Village Center Action Plan. The Action Plan showed 
future mixed-use office, residential, commercial development in buildings of four to 
eight stories on Shirlington Road frontage south from 24th Road S. to 2611 Shirling-
ton Road.  

FIGURE 5.1: EARLY IMPLEMENTATION STUDIES
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Mixed-use zoning will likely encourage redevelopment and/or adaptive reuse of ex-
isting buildings. While redeveloping properties for mixed-use development along the 
east side of Shirlington Road and along 24th Road S., it will be important to incor-
porate building and site designs that buffer those uses from existing industrial uses 
to prevent or mitigate future use conflicts. These actions could include buildings de-
signed with noise attenuation or locating parking at the rear between any residential 
units and industrial uses.  

ARTS DISTRICT PLANNING
The County will undertake a public process to define a vision for the arts and indus-
trial uses within the study area, including consideration of designating an Arts and 
Industrial District. As part of this community discussion, the types of uses, boundaries, 
governance and tools will be outlined. The process should be led by County staff 
and a citizen group to be appointed by the County Manager; potentially including 
representatives from both the Commission for the Arts and the Economic Develop-
ment Commission, to incorporate the views of relevant stakeholders including artists, 
business owners and property owners, and to ensure that any such district works in 
concert with existing and new businesses. 

The 4MRV Working Group’s Arts District Committee developed a report (below) 
containing recommendations for a proposed Arts and Industry District, which can 
inform the upcoming process.  Those recommendations include, among other things,  
ideas about the character of the proposed district, the types and mix of uses to be 
encouraged, and strategies for growth.  The full report can be reviewed on the 4MRV 
webpage (www.4mrv.com).

PARKING ANALYSIS
Further analysis is needed to refine the parking recommendations, in order to max-
imize the use of on-street parking. The analysis will develop policies and practices to 
address parking on a district-wide basis. Local business owners should be included in 
the detailed planning to assure that truck access is maintained and that the improve-
ments do not negatively impact their operations. 

The parking study also will explore the possibility of utilizing existing parking garages 
in the surrounding areas to support study area uses at off-peak times. Parking meter 
policies should be rationalized so that the time limits are appropriate to the potential 
uses, and Four Mile Run Drive parking times should be extended into late evening to 
accommodate cultural and entertainment activities.

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
The public improvements outlined in the preceding chapters and identified in the map 
on page 5.5 will be developed over time. The precise timing of their implementation 
will depend on the availability of funding and staff resources. The County’s overall 
priorities will determine which transportation, environmental and other capital im-
provements proceed each year. 

The implementation matrix (starting on page 5.6) indicates whether a specific policy 
or improvement is most likely to occur during the near, mid or long term.  The rec-
ommended actions or timing indicated herein do not imply a current funding and/
or resource commitment by the County Board or the relevant agencies. The actual 
timing could be sooner or later depending on other factors. Some will depend on 
private-market decisions.

Some of the priority projects include implementation of the programmed enhance-
ments to the bridges at Walter Reed Drive and Shirlington Road, improvements to 
Jennie Dean Park, expanding on-street parking, zoning changes to protect industrial 
uses, and safer at-grade pedestrian and bicycle crossings of Shirlington Road at Four 
Mile Run.
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IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX 
The implementation matrix beginning on page 5.6 identifies recommended actions 
(policies, studies, public improvements) to implement the Area Plan.  Each action 
item includes timing, identification of responsible agency(ies), and potential funding 
sources.

TIMING

Each implementation action indicates the prospective time frame for initiation:

• Ongoing or with redevelopment (O);

• Short term, 1-3 years (ST);

• Mid term, 4-9 years (MT); and

• Long term, 10 years or longer (LT).

RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES

The matrix identifies the agency or agencies that are expected to be involved in that 
action. Other agencies may be involved where their perspective and participation 
would be valuable. The organization expected to take the lead on a specific action is 
listed first.

Implementing Agencies:

AED  Arlington Economic Development

CPHD  Department of Community Planning, Housing and Development

DES  Department of Environmental Services

DPR  Department of Parks and Recreation

NOVAParks Northern Virginia Regional Park Authority

WMATA  Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority

 

FUNDING SOURCES

Likely funding sources are listed in the implementation matrix for physical improve-
ment projects that require significant funds or other resources.  In addition to the 
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP), potential funding sources include local (General 
Fund), state, federal and other private funds.  
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PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
Evaluate design options for Four Mile Run Drive to maximize on-street parking 
while ensuring safety for pedestrians and maintaining appropriate traffic flow as 
well as potential for adding green infrastructure and street trees (see policies 
A.1, A3.4, C2 and C3.1). Short-term, consider interim implementation using 
paint, bollards and other temporary treatments to pilot street reconfiguration. 
Monitor multimodal safety, comfort and access during pilot phase. 

Pursue Four Mile Run buffer improvements and expansion, bank stabilization, 
invasive species management, and in-stream channel improvements to improve 
habitat and stability (see policy A2.1)

Seek opportunities to better manage flooding of Nauck Branch, including 
pursuing drainage easements for proper maintenance and repair/improvement 
(see policy A2.2).

Pursue Park Master Plan area improvements (see policies A3.2 and A3.3)

Pursue improvements to Allie S. Freed Park, including improved water access/
visibility, environmental and cultural interpretation, and an enhanced gateway 
(see policy A3.5)

Improve access along the north and south sides of Four Mile Run while 
providing overlooks and safe, stable water access at key points in order to 
reconnect with water and nature while accentuating scenic views along the 
waterway (see policies A3.4 and C3.1)

Improve pedestrian paths and wayfinding along South Walter Reed Drive, 
South Oxford Street, and Shirlington Road (see policies A3.4 and C3.1)

Study potential trail underpasses at South Walter Reed Drive and Shirlington 
Road to allow for continuous connectivity (see policy A3.4 and C3.2)

Gateways: Consider improving major gateways with directional signage and a 
range of amenities such as seating, trailheads, signature plantings, bike racks, 
trash cans, and Arlington Parks welcome signage. Consider improving minor 
gateways with directional signage, cultural or environmental interpretation 
opportunities, and trash cans (see policy A3.6)

10 Provide locational signage and trail markers at regular intervals along commuter 
and community trails (see policy A3.6)

Infuse public art with environmental and cultural interpretation throughout the 
Four Mile Run Valley area to instill and enhance a sense of place and connection 
to its history, where possible. Work with local artists and explore local themes 
such as industrial history or access to natural areas (see policy B1)

Study pedestrian crossings across Four Mile Run Drive with median refuge 
islands at Oxford Street, Oakland Street, and Nelson Street (see policy C3.1)

Consider how to incorporate expanded sidewalk or trail space at the 
northwest corner of Shirlington Road / Arlington Mill Drive to improve safety 
(see policy C3.1)

Improve pedestrian comfort at signalized crossings on Arlington Mill Drive, 
including improved signage, an extended median through the eastern crosswalk 
at Randolph Street and a hardened centerline or median for westbound left-
turns at Taylor Street (see policy C3.1)

At unsignalized crossings on Arlington Mill Drive, evaluate stopping sight 
distance and add advanced warning signs if needed. Make spot improvements 
and conduct speed study to determine if enhanced crossing treatments are 
warranted (see policy C3.1)

Four Mile Run/Shirlington Road intersection: Add new high visibility crossings 
for pedestrians and bicyclists Long term, study underpass and overpass options 
to determine costs and feasibility (see policy C3.1 and C3.2)

Complete pedestrian and bicycle improvements on existing vehicular crossings 
of Four Mile Run at Walter Reed and Shirlington Road bridges; evaluate utilization 
and effectiveness of existing bridges including Nelson Street pedestrian bridge 
to determine whether additional stream crossings are warranted (see policy 
C3.5)

Explore potential for flush street design on S. Oxford Street and Oakland 
Street, to create a flexible space that works for cars, parking, walking, biking, 
public markets, festivals and other events (see policy C3.1)

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Note: Potential public improvements will be phased over time and implemented as funding 
is available; see implementation matrix for more information on timing.
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The public improvements listed here and shown on the following page 
will be reorganized to better correlate with the Implementation Matrix.
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Evaluate design options for Four Mile Run Drive to maximize on-
street parking while ensuring safety for pedestrians and maintaining 
appropriate traffic flow, as well as potential for adding green 
infrastructure and street trees (see policies A.1, A3.4, C2 and C3.1). 
Short-term, consider interim implementation using paint, bollards and 
other temporary treatments to pilot street reconfiguration. Monitor 
multimodal safety, comfort and access during pilot phase. 

Pursue Four Mile Run buffer improvements and expansion, bank 
stabilization, invasive species management, and in-stream channel 
improvements to improve habitat and stability (see policy A2.1)

Seek opportunities to better manage flooding of Nauck Branch, 
including pursuing access easements for proper maintenance and 
repair/improvement (see policy A2.2).

Pursue Park Master Plan area improvements (see policies A3.2 and 
A3.3)

Pursue improvements to Allie S Freed Park, including improved 
water access/visibility, environmental and cultural interpretation, and 
an enhanced gateway (see policy A3.5)

Improve access along the north and south sides of Four Mile Run 
while providing overlooks and safe, stable water access at key points 
in order to reconnect with water and nature while accentuating 
scenic views along the waterway (see policies A3.4 and C3.1)

Improve pedestrian paths and wayfinding along South Walter Reed 
Drive, South Oxford Street, and Shirlington Road (see policies A3.4 
and C3.1)

Create potential trail underpass at South Walter Reed Drive to allow 
for continuous connectivity from Barcroft Park to Jennie Dean Park 
(see policy A3.4 and C3.2)

Gateways: Consider improving major gateways with directional 
signage and a range of amenities such as seating, trailheads, signature 
plantings, bike racks, trash cans, and Arlington Parks welcome signage. 
Consider improving minor gateways with directional signage, cultural 
or environmental interpretation opportunities, and trash cans (see 
policy A3.6)

Provide locational signage and trail markers at regular intervals along 
commuter and community trails (see policy A3.6)

Infuse public art and environmental and cultural interpretation 
throughout the Four Mile Run Valley area to instill and enhance a 
sense of place and connection to its history, where possible. Work 
with local artists and explore local themes such as industrial history 
or access to natural areas (see policy B1)

Add pedestrian crossings across Four Mile Run Drive with median 
refuge islands at Oxford Street, Oakland Street, and Nelson Street 
(see policy C3.1)

Consider how to incorporate expanded sidewalk or trail space at 
the northwest corner of Shirlington Road / Arlington Mill Drive to 
improve safety (see policy C3.1)

Improve pedestrian comfort at signalized crossings on Arlington Mill 
Drive, including improved signage, an extended median through the 
eastern crosswalk at Randolph Street and a hardened centerline or 
median for westbound left-turns at Taylor Streets (see policy C3.1)

At unsignalized crossings on Arlington Mill Drive, evaluate stopping 
sight distance and add advanced warning signs if needed. Make spot 
improvements and conduct speed study to determine if enhanced 
crossing treatments are warranted (see policy C3.1)

Four Mile Run/Shirlington Road intersection: Add new high visibility 
crossings for pedestrians and bicyclists Long term, study underpass 
and overpass options to determine costs and feasibility (see policy 
C3.1 and C3.2)

Complete pedestrian and bicycle improvements on existing vehicular 
crossings of Four Mile Run at Walter Reed and Shirlington Road 
bridges; evaluate utilization and effectiveness of existing bridges) 
including Nelson Street pedestrian bridge to determine whether 
additional stream crossings are warranted (see policy C3.5)

Explore potential for flush street design on S Oxford Street and 
Oakland Street, to create a flexible space that works for cars, parking, 
walking, biking, public markets, festivals and other events (see policy 
C3.1)
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# Recommended Actions (policies, studies, public improvements) Timing Implementing 
Agency

Potential 
Funding Source Page #

INITIAL ACTIONS

i
Undertake Zoning Analysis to determine how/whether additional uses or flexibility is needed within the 
zoning categories found within the study area to facilitate implementation of the vision. 

ST CPHD TBD 5.1

ii
Conduct Arts & Industrial District planning process to define a vision for the Arts & Industrial District, the 
types of uses, boundaries, governance and tools. 

ST AED TBD 5.2

iii Perform further Parking Analysis: address on district-wide basis, maximize on-street parking, explore use of area 
parking garages ST DES TBD 5.2

POLICY GUIDANCE

A ENVIRONMENT/ SUSTAINABILITY/ OPEN SPACE 

A1 Neighborhood Green Infrastructure 

a Replace extraneous impervious area with vegetation, plant trees, and implement green infrastructure practices 
such as pervious pavement, bioswales, bioretention systems, and stormwater planters. ST - LT DES / DPR CIP 3.7

b Support implementation of green design practices in the private realm using design guidelines and incentives 
where appropriate. O DES PRIVATE / 

GRANT 3.7

c Integrate green infrastructure practices with public realm transportation, wayfinding/gateway, open space, and 
public art improvements. Identify and fund high-profile demonstration projects to build awareness and momentum. ST - LT DES CIP 3.7

d Encourage public education enhancements, such as interpretive signage, nature walks, and partnerships with 
neighborhood schools and other institutions. O DES CIP 3.7

e Implement additional investigation and risk reduction strategies as required to address soil and groundwater 
contamination from prior land uses. O DES CIP / General 

Fund 3.7

f Utilize and encourage green building techniques such as green roofs, rainwater harvesting systems, solar energy 
panels and other efficient building systems, and use recycled and renewable materials. O DES PRIVATE / CIP 3.7

A2 Stream Restoration and Stabilization
A2.1 Four Mile Run

a Stabilize banks where erosion, scour, and structural failures exist. O DES / DPR CIP 3.8
b Improve and expand vegetated buffers at top of bank. O DES / DPR CIP 3.8
c Naturalize stream banks where possible. O DES / DPR CIP 3.8
d Remove invasive plant species and plant native species. O DES / DPR CIP 3.8
e Investigate stream habitat and stability improvements for the low-flow stream channel. O DES / DPR CIP 3.8

f Evaluate best practices to address stormwater and other impacts from and on Shirlington Dog Park and 
work with adjacent property owners, on a volunteer basis, to implement improvements over time. O DES / DPR PRIVATE / 

GRANT 3.8

IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX
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# Recommended Actions (policies, studies, public improvements) Timing Implementing 
Agency

Potential 
Funding Source Page #

A2.2 Nauck Branch
a Seek opportunities to better manage flooding. O DES CIP 3.8

b Pursue drainage easements, over time, to allow for proper maintenance, repair and/or improvement of the 
facility. O DES CIP / PRIVATE 3.8

A3 Natural / Open Space Network
A3.1 Open Space Network

a Develop a cohesive open space network with enhanced recreation opportunities that can support health 
and wellness. O DPR CIP 3.10

b
As part of a corridor-wide public art project:
• Integrate natural and cultural resource education and interpretation; and
• Work with local artists to incorporate artistic elements.

O AED CIP 3.10

A3.2 Park Master Plan Spaces 

a Jennie Dean Park - Improve and replace existing amenities, while incorporating new spaces and amenities to 
meet growing recreation demands. ST DPR CIP 3.10

b Shirlington Park - Improve its function as a casual space and gateway between Shirlington Village and the 
arts, recreation, and business uses north of Four Mile Run stream. MT DPR CIP 3.10

c

Shirlington Dog Park - Keep the dog park as it is today, in terms of maintaining its current size and 
configuration, while providing for its future sustainability by seeking innovative ways to address 
environmental, operational, safety, and aesthetic conditions (including, but not limited to, stormwater 
management and shoreline maintenance).

LT DPR CIP 3.10

A3.3 Acquisition / Phasing 

a Acquire additional properties east of Nelson Street, over time, to implement the vision for an expanded 
Jennie Dean Park. LT DPR CIP 3.10

b Seek CIP or other funding for future phases of park development (beyond Phase I,  Jennie Dean Park). LT DPR N/A 3.10
A3.4 Access

a
Improve access along the north and south sides of Four Mile Run while providing overlooks and safe, stable 
water access at key points in order to reconnect with water and nature while accentuating scenic views 
along the waterway.

ST - LT DES / DPR CIP 3.10

b Improve sidewalk conditions and intersection accessibility along South Four Mile Run Drive as part of a 
complete street enhancement. O DES CIP 3.10

c Improve pedestrian paths, accessibility, and wayfinding along South Walter Reed Drive, South Oxford Street, 
and Shirlington Road. O DES CIP 3.10

d Create potential trail underpasses at South Walter Reed Drive and Shirlington Road to allow for 
continuous connectivity. LT DES CIP 3.10
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# Recommended Actions (policies, studies, public improvements) Timing Implementing 
Agency

Potential 
Funding Source Page #

A3.5 Allie S. Freed Park
a Conduct stream restoration and stabilization as part of an enhanced riparian buffer. LT DPR CIP 3.12
b Provide water access from Four Mile Run Trail along the lower-elevation southern side of the Run. LT DPR CIP 3.12
c Provide tree canopy overlooks along the Promenade Trail at the higher-elevation northern side of the Run. LT DPR CIP 3.12

d
Include environmental and cultural interpretation [perhaps around Allie S. Freed, an industrialist and real 
estate developer partially responsible for the flourishing of the nearby industrial corridor in the early 20th 
century].

LT DPR / AED CIP 3.12

e Create an enhanced gateway at South Walter Reed Drive with park user accommodations, highlighting the 
connection between the Four Mile Run Trail and the Long Branch Trail. LT DPR CIP 3.12

A3.6 Signage / Wayfinding

a Consider improving major gateways with directional signage and a range of amenities such as seating, 
trailheads, signature plantings, bike racks, trash cans, and Arlington Parks welcome signage. O DES CIP 3.15

b Consider improving minor gateways with directional signage, cultural or environmental interpretation 
opportunities, and trash cans. O DES CIP 3.15

c Provide locational signage and trail markers at regular intervals along commuter and community trails. O DES CIP 3.15

B DEVELOPMENT FORM / LAND USE

B1 Development Form and Character 
a Encourage reuse of existing buildings where possible. O CPHD N/A 3.17

b Implement Design Guidelines (see Chapter 4) to guide future improvements and new development. The 
standards should reinforce a high quality pedestrian realm, flexible use and an industrial aesthetic. O CPHD N/A 3.17

c Infuse public art with environmental and cultural interpretation throughout the Four Mile Run Valley area 
to instill and enhance a sense of place and connection to its history, where possible. O AED CIP / PRIVATE 3.17

d Work with artists to explore local themes such as industrial history or access to natural areas. O AED 3.17

e
Permit broader uses, including residential, in limited areas (identified on Figure 3.1) to complement and 
coordinate with development allowed in the Nauck Revitalization Area along with improved streetscape 
along Shirlington Road.

O CPHD N/A 3.17

B2 Land Use
B2.1 Preserve Existing Industrial Uses

a
Maintain industrial zoning for all properties that are currently zoned for industrial uses so that industrial 
land will remain available for small businesses, including both existing businesses and similar operations into 
the future.

O CPHD N/A 3.18

b
While allowing for mixed-use development in portions of Subarea D, through changes on the General Land 
Use Plan and zoning, incorporate building and site design guidance that buffers those uses from existing 
industrial uses to prevent or mitigate future use conflicts. 

O CPHD N/A 3.18
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# Recommended Actions (policies, studies, public improvements) Timing Implementing 
Agency

Potential 
Funding Source Page #

c

Develop ideas to strengthen business retention in the area including:
•  Developing an on-street parking design that maximizes the number of available spaces.
•  Providing outreach and technical assistance to assist existing businesses in complying with stormwater 

management requirements, avoiding any flood risks and incorporation of sustainability measures, e.g., 
solar electricity.

ST DES CIP 3.18

d

Continue to work with the Business Association, using its network as a conduit for Arlington Economic 
Development to offer 4MRV businesses access to technical assistance where available. Consult with the 
business association, property owners and business owners on the potential future expansion of arts uses 
in the area.

O AED / CPHD N/A 3.18

B2.2 Public Uses

a Sites within Four Mile Run Valley should continue to be considered for public use, within the context of a 
countywide review process. O DES / DPR N/A 3.18

b Consolidate and co-locate County uses, where possible. O DES N/A 3.18
B2.3 Guidance for Subareas C and D

a Generally, support the continuation of industrial and public uses within these subareas. O CPHD N/A 3.18

b Reinforce guidance from the Nauck Village Center Plan, with similar heights, density, and use mix, for sites 
indicated for “Broader Uses” within Subarea D. O CPHD N/A 3.18

c Encourage a mix of building types, with 4 to 6 stories maximum height. O CPHD N/A 3.18
B3 Building Height

a Maintain building height in the majority of the study area at 75’, which is consistent with existing M-1 and 
M-2 zoning. O CPHD N/A 3.20

b Allow a future County-owned parcel, immediately adjacent to 1-395 and distant from surrounding 
neighborhoods, to have buildings permitted up to a maximum height of 120’. LT DES / CPHD N/A 3.20

c Limit height of buildings adjacent to the historic Lomax A.M.E. Church and west of and adjacent to 
Shirlington Road to 45’. O CPHD N/A 3.20

B4 Arts and Industrial District 

a
Work with the Arts Commission and the arts community to focus on the production needs of artists and 
develop a strategy for expanding arts uses within the study area consistent with Enriching Lives: Arlington 
Arts and Culture Strategy.

ST AED N/A 3.21

b Explore opportunities to promote the expansion of arts uses within the area, including the evaluation of an 
Arts and Industrial District. O AED N/A 3.21

c Encourage the introduction of additional arts, maker uses, and new retail uses in the area between Nelson 
Street and Walter Reed Drive as properties become available. O AED / CPHD N/A 3.21

d Collaborate with adjoining business and property owners and the business association in developing 
appropriate street designs for Oakland Street to further the vision for the area. MT DES / AED GENERAL 

FUND 3.21

e

Work with the Arts Commission, the Public Art Committee and the community to identify opportunities, 
per the Public Art Master Plan, policies and guidelines, to incorporate temporary and permanent public art 
installations, possibly including murals, within identified parks, public spaces, and other Four Mile Run Valley 
locations.

O AED CIP / PRIVATE 3.21
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# Recommended Actions (policies, studies, public improvements) Timing Implementing 
Agency

Potential 
Funding Source Page #

B5 Guidance for County-Owned Properties within Subarea B

a Continue to meet performance, studio, rehearsal, storage and meeting space needs for artists, arts 
organizations and the County, in the short-to-medium term. MT AED GENERAL 

FUND 3.22

b Examine how to best utilize the County’s land holdings to implement the Plan’s vision, consistent with 
existing County policy, in the long term. ST AED / DES / 

DPR
GENERAL 

FUND 3.22

C STREET DESIGN / TRANSPORTATION

C1 Safety and Traffic Flow Improvements

a
Complete an in-depth study of the Four Mile Run / Shirlington Road intersection to develop a design that 
better accommodates east-west bicycle and pedestrian crossings, minimizes vehicular delay, and promotes 
overall safety for all modes.

MT DES CIP / VDOT 3.23

b Consider intersection design and operations improvements at key locations within the study area to 
address existing traffic and potential future traffic growth. MT DES CIP 3.23

C2 Four Mile Run Street Design and Parking

a Develop policies and practices to address parking on a district-wide basis, utilizing expanded on-street 
parking resources to support existing and future public and private uses. O DES N/A 3.23

b

Develop and review street design alternatives for Four Mile Run Drive with community stakeholders to 
maximize on-street parking, while also ensuring safety for pedestrians and maintaining appropriate traffic 
flow.
•  Implement changes in phases; monitor for effectiveness and safety.
•  Explore utility pole relocation or replacement as part of long-term streetscape implementation.
• Explore continued partnerships with NOVAParks to ensure seamless trail connections and sidewalks on 

north side of Four Mile Run Drive.

O DES / 
NOVAParks CIP 3.23

c Explore the possibility to augment parking resources by utilizing existing parking garages in the surrounding 
area at off-peak times. O DES N/A 3.23

d Maximize recreation and/or casual use space within Jennie Dean Park in lieu of providing additional on-site 
parking, to the greatest extent possible, by utilizing on-street parking resources. ST DES / CPHD / 

DPR 3.23

C3 Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements
C3.1 Pedestrian 

a Widen and improve the pedestrian zone along the south side of Four Mile Run Drive by reconfiguring the 
roadway. O DES CIP 3.28

b Make the sidewalks on the south side of Four Mile Run Drive continuous by adding the segment between 
Nelson Street and Shirlington Road. ST DES CIP 3.28

c Study pedestrian crossings across Four Mile Run Drive with median refuge islands at Oxford Street, 
Oakland Street, and Nelson Street. O DES CIP 3.28

d Study new high visibility crossings for pedestrians and bicyclists at the intersection of Four Mile Run Drive 
and Shirlington Road. MT DES CIP 3.28
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# Recommended Actions (policies, studies, public improvements) Timing Implementing 
Agency

Potential 
Funding Source Page #

e Consider how to incorporate expanded sidewalk or trail space at the northwest corner of Shirlington 
Road / Arlington Mill Drive to improve safety. ST DES / DPR CIP 3.28

f
Explore potential for flush street design on S. Oxford Street and S. Oakland Street, to create a flexible space 
that works for cars, parking, walking, biking, public markets, festivals and other events. 

MT DES CIP 3.28

g
Improve curb ramps and intersections along Four Mile Run Drive to provide continuous accessibility for 
people with disabilities.

O DES CIP 3.28

h
Consider changes at uncontrolled crossings of Arlington Mill Road to improve safety and comfort for pedes-
trians crossing the street. 

O DES CIP 3.28

C3.2 Bicycle

a(1) Evaluate the east-west pedestrian and bicycle crossings of Shirlington Road at Four Mile Run Drive:
Study options for safer at-grade crossings ST DES / 

NOVAParks CIP 3.28

a(2) Evaluate the east-west pedestrian and bicycle crossings of Shirlington Road at Four Mile Run Drive:
Study underpass options to determine costs and feasibility. LT DES CIP

b Evaluate the feasibility of a Four Mile Run Trail underpass at Walter Reed Drive, considering cost and Four 
Mile Run stream channel flow and floodplain impacts and constraints. LT DES CIP / STATE / 

FEDERAL 3.28

c

Ensure that the proposed enhancements to the bridge at Shirlington Road and the enhancements being 
added to the bridge at Walter Reed Drive will make access to Arlington Mill Drive easier and improve 
connectivity between the W&OD Trail, Four Mile Run Trail, Jennie Dean Park, and the development along 
Four Mile Run Drive and in Shirlington.

O DES N/A 3.28

C3.3 Stream Crossings
a Complete design and construction of the Walter Reed and Shirlington Road bridges. ST / MT DES CIP / STATE 3.28

b
Evaluate the effectiveness of the planned bicycle and pedestrian improvement to the Walter Reed and 
Shirlington Road bridges, over time, to determine whether additional Four Mile Run stream crossings are 
warranted.

MT DES N/A 3.28

c Evaluate the utilization of the Nelson Street pedestrian bridge. Determine whether existing or future 
demand warrants widening or other improvements, such as lighting. LT DES N/A 3.28

C4 Transit

a

As part of a multimodal approach, consider proposed future changes to transit in the area, including:
•  The expansion of the Shirlington Transit Center.
•  The proposed West End Transitway Bus Rapid Transit project being led by the City of Alexandria, which 

would serve the study area along Arlington Mill Drive.
•  Proposed transit routing and service adjustments, as described in the Arlington County Transit 

Development Plan, which can add more bus service on the existing routes for reduced wait times 
between buses.

O DES
CIP / WMATA 

/ STATE / 
FEDERAL

3.31

b Ensure that planned street improvements in the area will accommodate improved transit, including transit 
access and a comfortable space for bus stops, boarding and alighting. O DES CIP 3.31

c Improve bus stops/shelters along Four Mile Run Drive to provide greater comfort for patrons. O DES CIP / STATE / 
FEDERAL 3.31
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